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Walt Wingfield, the character beloved by thousands in every part of the country, is back with a new
and complete book, with a new introduction from the author.Â Walt Wingfield is a Bay Street
stockbroker who quits his job and buys a hundred-acre farm in Persephone Township, Ontario. In a
series of letters to the editor of the local newspaper, Walt chronicles his modest successes and
spectacular defeats in an age when farming has become difficult for farmers old and new. Dan
Needles' rich and charming rural neighbourhood may be difficult to find on a map but it is very close
to the Canadian soul.Â Including a new introduction from Dan Needles, the writer who brought this
marvellous world to life 27 years ago, and all your favourite mishaps, triumphs and eccentric
neighbours Wingfield's World is the full story of one man's attempt to embrace a less complicated
world and how he ends up with more complication and drama, and more love and richness than he
could have imagined.
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I stumbled upon one volume of the "Wingfield" Saga in a small local bookshop in Muskoka Canada
while on vacation a few years ago. It's endearing humor tickled my funny bone and I searched for
other volumes, to no avail. Recently, a TV series based on the "Wingfield " books has been shown
on our local Public TV station, and I again searched for the rest of the volumes on . Eureka! I hit the
mother lode in this expanded version , "Wingfield's World".The dream of a big-city business man
chucking all the problems of just such a harried life, for small town farm living appeals to this

city-dweller with dreams of a slower paced country life. The humor arises from Walt Wingfield's
romanticized ideas of farming- old style, and the realty he comes up against in a modern day
farming community where 20th century devices have replaced the 19th century ones Wlat Wingfield
envisioned when he began his journey. The characters of the farming community are quirky, warm
and endearing, as they gently try to point out to Wingfield that there are easier ways of farming.
Relationships inevitably develop and I came to look forward to settling in with another chapter of life
in Walt Wingfied's world. A great vacation read!

Fun, fun, fun. Humorous yet surprisingly touching in places. One of the best written books I have
read in ages.
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